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Nevertheless, among this group of women who were more or less direct

heirs, Clare ,""*, ,i b" th-" ot" who, despite the impression given in her

third letter to Agnes, has not yet managed to find a definite place' That is

because she finis it hard to imagine an exclusively mystical poverty' one

that is above history and the law, one that is beyond batdes and

controvefsies."o

But is it really true that the "mystical Poverty" of an Angela of Foligno or a

Clare of Montefalco are closer to Francis than the defense of the sequela

Christiadvocated by Clare? This, in my opinion, should be the point of the

discussion. Besides, are we not overlooking the evidence of Francis's

Jbstament, where he minced no words when he expressed "strong dissent

regarding certain characteristics of his Order and the directions it was
rt\127taKrng :'

One of the areas that I think needs to be studied in the future is the

hagiography of Clare. Stefano Brufani (author of the introduction to the

;:gr"7 *a' ,n" Bull of Canonization) is right when he notes that in the

Le'gend' of St. Clare "the memory of Clare seems to be very much

.oiditiorr"d by the history of the Friars Minor,""' and that "the image of
Clare that "*"rg", fro* ih" Legend was very much adapted to the growing

indeed tle original privilege-not for that porerty which leads to mystical 'victory''

The profound me".,irrg oiFrancis's choice of poverty-which is his true 'gesture'-

"orr.irt, 
in his having ,ho*t " new way to experience God: imitation of the poor and

suffering Christ, *h]ch leads to """ifi*io" with Him and eschatological possession'

It *rs f" women who thoroughly understood the meaning of Francis's body-to-

body with God on LaVerna, ,", 'o*"o"" has described it [the note refers to C'

Leonardi]. Women's mysticism is Francis's rue heir' For this reason the experiences

of Clare of Assisi, Angela of Foligno, Clare of Montefalco and all the other late-

thirteenth-century women p",,it"'Jts take on a universal meaning" (Leone e i compagni

di Assissi, in I com'pagni di'Francesco e h prim'a generazione minoritica' Atti del XIX
Conaegno iotr*orioril, Assisi, 17-19 ottoire 1991, Spoleto 1992' 57)' Years ago I
poiotJd out tlat these statements of Menestb would merit discussion (see CF 63

itssl)ltZ,E.Paoli'spagesareinspiredbythem (seeFontes'2256-60;onpp'2258-
59 this text of Menestb is cited almost in its entirery)'

176 F nnt es, 22 5 9 . Btttsee also the statements on pp' 2229 -3 0'

"'G. G. Merlo, Le stimm'ate e h "grande tentazione"'in idem' Intoma a frate
Francesco, l4l.

"'Fontes,24lo'






